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1 Regression using principal-component analysis

The data matrix 𝐃𝐃 is centered along all axes

𝐌𝐌 𝐌 𝐃𝐃 𝐌 𝐌𝐃𝐃
and singular value decomposition is used to extract the principal components of the
dataset:
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where 𝐔𝐔T𝐔𝐔 𝐌 𝐔𝐔T𝐔𝐔 𝐌 𝐕𝐕 and 𝐔𝐔 is a diagonal matrix of the singular values of 𝐌𝐌. The
eigenvalues of the dataset are given by
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2 Rotation into PCA-aligned coordinate space

The eigenvectors 𝐔𝐔 define the orientation of the fit, establishing a mapping from the
Cartesian basis 𝐱𝐱 to a set of axes 𝐱𝐱 aligned with the principal components of 𝐌𝐌. The
eigenvalues are equivalent to the variance of the decorrelated data along these axes:

𝝀𝝀 𝐌 𝝀𝝀2
𝐌𝐌.

The eigenvalues define the scale of the planar dataset, with λ1 and λ2 lying within the
plane, and λ3 containing errors. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors together define the
regression parameters of the plane.

3 Error analysis in PCA-aligned coordinate system

In Gaussian statistics, the error of each eigenvalue can be represented as
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where𝑛𝑛 is the number of data points in𝐌𝐌. An alternative representation using the “noise
variance” of the input data, 𝝀𝝀2

�̂�𝐌, is tailored specifically to principal components:
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Error bounds at a given confidence level (e.g 𝑎𝑎 𝐌 𝑎.𝑎𝑎) are constructed for each axis using
the Fisher test statistic for 𝑑𝑑 𝐌 2 degrees of freedom and 𝑛𝑛 data points:
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These errors can be converted to the axes of a hyperboloid representing themaximal error
surface
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for errors defined with variance on all axes.

4 Projection into spherical coordinates

For an axis-aligned andmean-centered conic, the hyperbolic error bounds over𝐱𝐱 are given
by the equivalent representations
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where h𝛾𝛾 is a linear combination of h1 and h2 in a direction 𝛾𝛾 𝐌 𝐡𝑎𝛼 2𝛾𝛾]. Angular errors
from the nominal plane are given by 𝜃𝜃𝛾𝛾 𝐌 tan𝐌1 (h3/h𝛾𝛾).

The orientations of planar rock layers are fundamental to our understanding of structural geol-
ogy and stratigraphy. Remotely-gathered bedding orientations from photogrammetric terrain 
models underpin foundational studies of sedimentary1,2 and structural3 processes on early 
Mars. With the advent of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), this technique is increasingly used 
to supplement outcrop measurements in Earth science as well4.
Minimization algorithms typically used to fit planes to point clouds do not provide means of 
assessing the uniqueness or statistical quality of orientations. Dataset noise, measurement 
uncertainties, and the geometry of the input point cloud contribute to total errors in planar 
orientations. We propose a method to assess the quality of planar fits and visualize their error 
distributions, in order to support high-precision structural analysis of bedding.

A principal-components based method 
for fitting orientations

We develop a statistical method based on princi-
pal-component analysis (PCA), which has been 
used for planar fitting in paleomagnetism5,6 and 
robotics7. Error is minimized orthogonal to a fitted 
line, removing the implicit null assumption of hor-
izontality inherent in linear least-squares fitting. 
This allows the incorporation of horizontal errors 
(e.g. photogrammetric image-registration error), 
which are especially important for data collected at 
high incidence angles, such as UAV imagery from 
alongside a cliff face.
PCA rotates data into alignment with orthogonal 
axes of maximal variation of the dataset. The first 
two principal components, x1 and x2, define the fit-
ted plane, with errors oriented along along x3. This 
representation is convenient for visualization of 
sources of error within the plane.
PCA is not usually employed within a probabilis-
tic framework8,9, reflecting its main use case as a 
dimensionality-reduction tool in exploratory data 
analysis. Fitting planes to 3D point clouds requires 
no dimensionality reduction: the data remains tied 
to Cartesian spatial coordinates. This approach is 
equivalent to orthogonal regression10 and is amena-
ble to probabalistic consideration.

Statistical analysis
The magnitude of error to the fitted plane is com-
puted using Gaussian statistics and the noise co-
variance of the dataset11. These statistical mecha-
nisms allow the computation of hyperbolic errors 
on the fitted plane (Figure 3).
An uncertain planar orientation can be represent-
ed as a hyperboloid of two sheets (an elliptic hyper-
boloid), opening along the error axis. This hyper-
boloid defines the minimal enclosing surface of a 
bundle of all possible planes within the error space 
of the fit12.

Dataset variance as regression error
In standard regression analysis, the plane is fit through the mean of the 
dataset, and errors converge towards 0 for large sample sizes n, even in the 
presence of significant data variance. This can lead to false certainty in over-
sampled cases.
Since we suggest that our data should lie on a single plane, defining the 
errors to the plane with reference to the "true value" of the dataset allows 
errors to converge to the scale of deviations from a single plane. This can 
provide a more realistic penalty for noisy planar measurements.

Translation to spherical errors
Error analysis within an angular strike/dip frame is inherently problemat-
ic due to nonlinearities arising from the spherical basis. Error analysis of 
strike and dip relies implicitly on the small-angle assumption, and strike 

errors expand nonlinearly when approaching zero dip, complicating error analysis of near-horizontal bedding.
We avoid the nonlinear statistical effects of transformation to spherical coordinates by completing statistical analysis en-
tirely in Cartesian space. Error bounds are projected into spherical space using hyperbolic tangents. Uncertain planes can 
be plotted on stereonets both as girdles (bundles of planes) and error ellipses around normal vectors.
There is no natural correspondence between the dip direction of a planar fit and the direction of maximum error, so errors 
must be reported numerically with a rake angle to relate the dip vector and the direction of maximum error.

Combining multiple planes
A common problem for geologically relevant areas is lack of three-dimensional relief to fully define a plane. PCA allows 
the "stacking" and joint fitting of multiple measured orientations under the assumption of parallel layers within the same 
stratigraphy. The quality of this assumption can be assessed by visualizing the decomposed data. This forms a higher-level 
tool to assemble statistically powerful results from discontinuous bedding exposures.
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Figure 3: Map views showing digitized area, slices of the hyperbolic error space aligned with principal component axes, and projections of the
error space to spherical coordinates for uncertain planes of variable fit quality. The different curves show the use of several statistical methods
to derive hyperbolic error axes 𝐡𝐡. Cartesian views of errors can help diagnose sources of high uncertainty are vertically stretched for legibility.

High-quality bedding exposures
well-defined along two axes
low errors, low uncertainties

Poor-quality bedding exposures
defined along one axis
low errors, high uncertanties

Figure 1: Schematic map view of a hills-
lope showing the location of measured bedding
planes with a range of potential statistical prop-
erties. All could show low residuals from fit-
ting, but the uncertainty of the fit could still be
high depending on the scale of the input distri-
bution. We seek to quantify the relative statis-
tical power of these measurements.

→

Figure 5: Projections of the error space for a jointly fit plane for the hillslope in Figure 5, showing the collapse of the errors space from joint
fitting. This works due to the presence of differently-oriented hillslopes in the joint dataset.

→ →
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Figure 6: Overview of the orientation measurements in the central part of NE Syrtis Major, including the grouped measurement shown in
Figure 5, highlighting an angular unconformity between the capping lavas and the layered sulfates forming the hillslope.

NE Syrtis Major: jointly fitted bedding planes demonstrate an unconformity
See abstract #2932 and talk at 1:30 pm Wednesday, Mars sedimentology and stratigraphy

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the rela-
tionship between the nominal planar fit (black),
the hyperbolic error shell, and error ellipsoid
around the normal vector endpoint (blue), and
the spherical error distribution formed by pro-
jecting the tangents to these quadrics onto the
unit sphere (red).

Figure4: Exploration of different error param-
eters with sample size for a randomly generated
rectangular-prismatic sample with side lengths
𝐡𝐡 𝐡 𝐡𝐡𝐡𝐡𝐡 𝐡𝐡𝐡 𝐡𝐡. This construction shows the
difference between regressions centered around
themeanvs. those centeredarounddataset vari-
ance.

Jointly fitting planes under the assumption of 
parallel bedding can increase statistical power

Software
Several software packages supporting this method have been 
developed: the attitude package contains the core of planar 
fitting and error analysis methods implemented in Python, 
and the Orienteer application (in Javascript, Python and 
PostgreSQL) wraps the main algorithms, supporting the 
visualizations on this poster and the management of large 
datasets. The entire data-analysis stack is based on free and 
open-source software and will be released along with the 
publication of this work.

Application to drone mapping
This method is well-suited to applications across the Earth 
and space sciences where remote-sensing data is used in geo-
logical analysis. The suitability of the PCA framework to high 
incidence angles (due to its lack of pinning to the horizontal 
plane) is advantageous for cliff faces and other environments 
encountered by UAV drones7. Additionally, the ability to vi-
sualize errors in detail along principal component axes will 
enable informed analysis and the extraction of high-quality 
information from ad-hoc structure-from-motion datasets.

Conclusion
This new mechanism for fitting bedding orientations al-
lows the propagation and visualization of errors in remote-
ly-sensed bedding orientations. The method pushes the 
limit for geologic inference towards the resolution limit of 
3D surface models, and broadens the set of interpretations 
that can be made from heterogeneous datasets of  aerial and 
orbital bedding-orientation measurements. Going forward, 
hope it will support a new generation of nuanced strati-
graphic studies on Mars.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the Orienteer soft-
ware package formanaging bedding attitudes in
regional studies.
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